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   CO BL 
Q.1(a) What are the phases of a construction project? Write the important traits of a project 

coordinator. 
[5] 1 I 

Q.1(b) Who are the stakeholders of a construction project? Mention the ethical conduct for 
engineers. 

[5] 1 I 

     
     

Q.2(a) What is Cash flow diagram? Compare between Present worth and Future worth 
concepts. 

[5] 2 II 

Q.2(b) A material testing laboratory has two alternatives for purchasing a compression 
testing machine which will be used for determining the compressive strength of 
different construction materials. The alternatives are from two different 
manufacturing companies. The cash flow details of the alternatives are as follows;  
Alternative-1: Initial purchase price = Rs.1000000, Annual operating cost = Rs.10000, 
Expected annual income to be generated from testing of different construction 
materials = Rs.175000, Expected salvage value = Rs.200000, Useful life = 10 years.  
Alternative-2: Initial purchase price = Rs.700000, Annual operating cost = Rs.15000, 
Expected annual income to be generated from testing of different construction 
materials = Rs.165000, Expected salvage value = Rs.250000, Useful life = 5 years.  
Using present worth method, find out the most economical alternative at the interest 
rate of 10% per year. 

[5] 2 V 

     
     

Q.3(a) Define Event and Activity. Briefly discuss Fulkerson’s rule. [5] 3 I 
Q.3(b) Provide two examples of Dummy activity drawing and explain two different 

networks. 
[5] 3 III 

     
     

Q.4(a) What do you mean by Bill of quantities? Briefly discuss the classification of contracts. [5] 4 I 
Q.4(b) Briefly discuss the methodology and components of Quality control and assuring 

quality in a project. 
[5] 4 VI 

     
     

Q.5(a) Mention the importance of information in the context of a project. What do you 
mean by Project management information system? 

[5] 5 I 

Q.5(b) Write a short note on project document management. Mention any two factors 
affecting project management information system. 

[5] 5 II 
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